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NatureKIDS BC is THE club for children and families who love to be outdoors. 

Members discover nature on Explorer Days organized by volunteer leaders and 

guided by experts, participate in stewardship projects, earn Action Awards  

and receive NatureWILD magazine 4 times a year.  

Come join us! Family membership: $35 per year. Schools membership:  

$50 per year. Or subscribe to NatureWILD magazine: $20 for 4 issues per year.  

For more information and to sign up online go to: naturekidsbc.ca
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Hello and goodbye...
We would like to extend a warm welcome to  
Christina Chowaniec who recently  joined the 
NatureKIDS BC staff team in the role of Program  
Coordinator. Christina has a degree in biology  
and a background in planning and delivering  
outdoor, adventure tours and leading expeditions.  
Christina is responsible for engagement and support of  
our Nature Clubs and their leaders, and will champion  
family nature clubs in communities across BC. Christina tells us  
she is thrilled to be part of the NatureKIDS network, getting children and their 
families out exploring and learning in our beautiful Big Backyard and building 
the next generation of nature lovers and stewards.

As we welcome Christina, so we say good bye to our outgoing coordinator 
Tammy Keetch.  We are hugely grateful for Tammy’s longstanding and 
generous contributions to NatureKIDS over the past seven years; we wish her 

the very best and hope to see her on the trails. (Photo Credit: Christina Chowaniec)

Louise Pedersen, Executive Director
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Winter Is Here! To Hibernate or not to Hibernate – that is the question.

Hibernation is like a deep sleep, but actually it is different. Animals hibernate to save energy as  
there is not enough food in winter to keep them active. (See page 9, last paragraph)

CLUES for animals which hibernate are in red (mmm-warm, or at least not freezing!)
CLUES for animals which do not hibernate are in blue (brrrr-chilly!)
Answers: page 12

1. this animal travels  
 in packs to hunt better

4.  this animal sits quietly in  
 the very cold water at  
 the bottom of a lake 

5.  this large animal spends the winter  
 snug in its den

6.  this animal is warm and cosy in its underwater  
 lodge, feeding on stored branches

7.  this insect has to be strong in spring to start  
 a new family

11.  this animal hides by turning white like snow

12.  this animal hopes you will put out seeds for it

13.  this animal cuddles snug in its tunnel all winter

15.  this animal fluffs up its feathers to keep warm  
 and eats anything it can find

16.  this animal pads across the snow on its  
 big furrry feet

1.  this animal spends the winter with many friends in  
 a hibernaculum

2.  the young ones of this animal will overwinter in lakes  

3.  this warty animal hibernates underground

8.  this animal spends the winter hanging upside down  
 in a cave

9.  this small furry animal lives on food it has stored for  
 the winter

10.  this animal finds a sheltered place inside a rotting log

13.  this animal has long legs so it can reach up to  
 browse on tree branches

14. this animal spends the winter in a lake, buried deep  
 in the mud
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Why Are FISH Shaped 
The Way They Are?By: Nick Baccante 
What is a fish? A fish is a vertebrate (an animal with a backbone) that lives in water.

There are more fish than any other kind of vertebrate - not surprising since our planet is mostly water.

Now to our question – why ARE fish shaped the way they are? To answer that, it is important to understand 

the environment in which fish live. This affects their shape and how they survive.

First of all, fish are cold-blooded animals. Mammals, including humans,  

are ‘warm-blooded’- their bodies can control their own temperature.  

Mammals can grow a layer of fat or fur to protect them from the cold,  

or they can take shelter in a cave. If they get hot, they can sweat or  

hide in the shade. Fish cannot do this. Their body temperature is the  

same as the environment around them - cool-water or warm-water.  

When the water temperature goes up to high or down to low, they  

must move somewhere else if they are to survive.

Fish can live in amazingly different environments. Some have been  

found in the deepest of the oceans at around 11,000 metres (that is  

deeper than Mt. Everest is high!). Others can live in mountain lakes at 4,500 metres above sea  

level. That’s a difference of 15,500 metres. Humans can survive in only a portion of that range. 

So what makes fish so good at living in different locations? Adaptation! Evolving over millions of years, fish 

have adapted themselves to their environment.

The Flounder or Flatfish Family of fish are all flat, with both eyes on top of the head  

and the mouth underneath. Many species of flounder or sole live off the west coast 

of BC. They can feed along the ocean bottom and look out for enemies above 

at the same time. Their skin is speckled on top to look like sand.

The Deep-Se a Angle r Fish  
lives in extremely deep water in  

the Pacific Ocean off California  

where it is under tremendous  

pressure from the water above and  

where hardly any light reaches. The  

angler fish resists the pressure by being very  

round in shape, with soft, thin bones and  

jelly-like flesh. In fact, it is almost all water. As the angler  

photo credits: 1) Coho Spawning on the Salmon River: BLMOregon, CC • 2) Starry Flounder: Travis S., CC  
• 3) Angler Fish: homeworks255, istockphotos.com

3.



5photo credits: 4) Pike: Allie_Caulfield, CC • 5) Yellowfin Tuna: NURP, Wikipedia • 6) American Eel: chesbayprogram, CC  
• 7) Lake Chub: brian gratwicke, CC

fish can’t use its eyes to hunt for food, it has developed a thin organ  

dangling from the top of its head, like a fishing line. Tiny bacteria at  

the tip produce bioluminescence (light), which attracts prey. Thus,  

drawn by the light, the food comes to the fish!

The Northern P ike is a hunting fish that lives in fresh water. It is 

long and slender, with fins placed far back on its body. With a quick  

burst of speed, the pike can race out of hiding and capture its prey.   

Pike are common in the Peace region of northern BC.

The Tuna is a large fish that can swim 

very fast, up to 77 kilometres per hour. 

It has a wide body that narrows to be 

very thin by the caudal (tail) fin. This 

aerodynamic shape and fast side-to-

side movement of the fin is why the 

tuna is able to swim so fast. This helps it 

escape from predators. Many species of 

tuna live off BC’s coast.

The Amer ican Ee l doesn’t even look 

like a typical fish. It is a snake-shaped fish  

with extremely small scales, which give 

its body a smooth appearance. Unlike 

salmon, eels migrate from fresh to salt

water to spawn. American Eels are very strong swimmers. They swim  

all the way from Lake Ontario out to the Sargasso Sea, an area way  

off in the North Atlantic Ocean to lay their eggs - a distance of about  

6,000 kilometres! 

Littlest but not least important as an example of adaptation is a  

population of Lake Chub, which live in the wetlands draining the  

hot springs in Liard River Hot Springs Provincial Park in northern  

British Columbia. They are small minnows that have adapted to  

these warm waters and we mean really warm (for fish) at  

                                                                                    temperatures from  

                                                                                      15 to 26°C, during summer. As far as  

                                                                                       we know, this is the only place where chub survive in 

                                                                                        water that is this warm.

Author information: adapted from an article by 

Nick Baccante, retired fisheries biologist who 

lives in Fort St. John and worked for the Ministry 

of Environment. (NatureWILD Volume 8, Issue 3)



photo credits: Hope with Pine Marten Gretel, Beaver, Porcupine and deer: Patricia Seaston, B.C.  
• Seal pup and Squirrel in casts: HopeforWildlife.

Hope for Wildlife is a wildlife rescue centre in the small town of Seaforth, 
 just outside Halifax, Nova Scotia, run by Hope Swinimer.

Hope started to work with injured animals in 1995. When she asked for help for  
wildlife in distress at that time, no local vet could help because wildlife medicine  
is vastly different from domestic animal care.

Hope really wanted to help injured wildlife, so she became a  
wildlife rehabilitator. Today, Hope for Wildlife takes in 3,500 animals every year 

and also has its own television show. 

When we visited Hope for Wildlife, we took a long drive out of Halifax to a 
road that goes right by the Atlantic Ocean. When we got there, Tilly the Crow 
greeted us, then we checked in for a tour. There are some areas that are open 
to the public and some parts that are private. We got to see three blonde 
raccoons who were there because they are easy for predators to see, and 

they needed to get larger before they were released. The chance of having 
three blonde raccoons in a litter is 1 in 10 million, according to Hope for Wildlife. 

There are also seals at Hope for Wildlife, and Hope has learned a lot from the 
Vancouver Aquarium’s Marine Mammal Rescue Program. I especially liked looking 
at the newborn raccoons that were the size of a kitten and at  
the family of pigeons that fosters birds for Hope for Wildlife.

One of the highlights was meeting Hope herself. She asked  
if I was old enough to volunteer, but I told her that I live in  
Vancouver. Later, I asked Hope for Wildlife what they would  
say to kids who want to work in wildlife rescue. Michelle  
Carbotte said, “Our advice to everyone who feels a desire  
to help wildlife would be to do a 10-week internship  
or volunteer at your local wildlife rehab center.  
This will give you a really good indication of what  
is involved. Many high schools offer a co-op 

program and teenagers can often do 100 hours in a rehab facility 
 for a school credit.”

I really enjoyed our trip to Hope for Wildlife, and it has made me  
even more excited about becoming a vet or wildlife rehabilitator. 

By Lauren Edgar, NatureKIDS BC Youth Contributor

Hope for Wildlife begins its 4th season on Knowledge Network  

https://www.knowledge.ca/program/hope-wildlife?season=4

This summer, I  
visited Hope for Wildlife



wake up in Spring!

7photo credits: light sticks and Light sticks in a pan: Brian Herrin, B.C. • Chipmunk and alarm clock: Dmytro Lastovych, istockphotos.com  
• background: Nastco, istockphotos.com

explores Hibernation.
When animals hibernate they cool off to save energy and allow their fat reserves to last longer. Some 

mammals cool down almost to freezing, which is amazing for a warm-blooded animal. Heart rate slows, 

breathing goes down and digestion takes more than three times as long as usual. This means  

an animal can survive when there is no food available - it just sleeps until spring!

How does hibernation help animals survive?  

Here’s an experiment you can do after school one day to find out.

You will need:
1. Two same-coloured unbroken light sticks from a dollar store pack. 

2. Two dishes to lay the sticks in and trivets to rest the dishes on.

3. Hot and cold water.

4. Ice cubes.

Start the experiment:
1. One light stick will act as the ‘hibernating’ animal -  
 use an elastic band to identify it.

2. Bend the light sticks to completely break up the glass 
 tubes inside.

3. Lay one stick in each dish.

4. Pour ice water and ice cubes into the hibernator dish.

5. Pour very hot water into the other dish.

6. Make sure the light sticks are well covered with water 
  in each pan.  

7. After five minutes, turn the light off. Look at the brightness of each light stick. Is one brighter  
 and giving off more light? Note down which one.

8. Carefully put the ice water pan with the hibernator in your fridge to complete the hibernation.

9. Leave the hot water pan on the counter and keep refilling it with hot water whenever  

 you can. This is the animal that is not hibernating.

Finish the experiment:
Next day when you come home from school ‘wake up’ the hibernator in the  
fridge  by putting it in the hot water dish. Refill the dish with very hot water to  
cover both light sticks. Which light stick saved its energy and shines brighter?  

The hibernator or the ‘non-hibernator’?

can 
do!

This summer, I  
visited Hope for Wildlife



Sorry: thought you might have 
dropped off for a moment.

We all need a good night’s sleep.   

But do we really need so much? Think 

about it: if you sleep about nine hours 

every night, it adds up to 3,285 hours  

a year. That’s an amazing four-and- 

a-half months spent in the land of nod.

Scientists still don’t understand 

everything about sleep, but they do 

know that it is vital to our health. When 

you sleep, your muscles and senses can 

take a well-earned break while other 

parts of your body can catch up on 

their important work, such as fighting 

sickness or developing your memory. 

The amount of sleep you need each 

day decreases as you get older:18 

hours for babies, 9-11 for five to twelve 

year olds, and 7-8 hours for adults. But 

however old you are, sleep happens 

automatically; your body produces  

a chemical called  

melatonin, which  

makes you sleepy  

by causing your  

muscles to relax.

Other mammals need sleep just as  

we do. But they don’t all need the 

same amount. Cats and dogs enjoy 

good long snoozes because, like all 

meat-eaters, they can get the energy 

they need very quickly from their food. 

Plant-eaters, such as cows and horses, 

need to spend much longer feeding, 

so they can only afford to sleep for a 

few hours every day. 

Sleeping habits vary. Many  

large animals, such as giraffes,  

doze mostly standing up. Many  

bats, by contrast, sleep hanging  

upside down. A gorilla builds its  

own sleeping nest of leaves in  

a tree. Whales and dolphins  

have to come to the surface to 

breathe air so the two halves of  

their brain take turns; while one half 

sleeps, the other half stays awake to 

make sure they breathe.

Safety is important for sleeping animals.  

    Prey animals, such as antelopes, tend 

       to snatch their sleep in short bursts  

        so they can keep an eye out for  

        danger – often snoozing by day,  

       when fewer predators are about.  

     Lions, which have nothing to fear, 

may sleep for up to 17 hours a day.

8

     Mike Unwin finds out how and when wild creatures sleep.
      (Adapted, with permission, from an article in BirdLife, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, UK)

Sorry: thought you might have  
dropped off for a moment.

photo credits: Sleepy cat: Dixi, iStock • Cow: theclyde, CC • Giraffe: prodiptag, CC • Sleeping Donkey: K. Webber, B.C. • Bat: Crazy.Bat.Lady, CC • Seals: dominiqs, CC  
• Polar Bear: edanley, CC • Owl in a tree: Peter G Trimming, CC • Koala: tkcrash123, CC • Ducks: Travelswiss1, CC • Sheep: Eirik Newth, CC • swan: siaronj, CC • Flamingos: m_cygne, CC • Basset: Silense, iStock
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Hibernation is often described as being like a deep  
sleep, but actually it is different. Mammals such as  
bats, bears and chipmunks, and snakes such as  
garter snakes and rattlesnakes, hibernate,  
their heartbeat and breathing slow right  
down, and their brains turn off. They are  
doing it to save energy because there  
is not enough food in winter to keep  
them active. 

Birds are light sleepers, taking short naps and waking  

at the slightest disturbance. In most species a bird  
 sleeps by turning its head around and tucking its beak  
  into the feathers on its back.

   Just like dolphins, birds can put one half of the  
    brain to sleep while the other half stays awake,  
  allowing them to keep one eye open for danger.  
 Birds that roost in flocks, such as geese, get a good 
night’s sleep if they’re in the middle, but the ones on  
the outside are always half on the lookout for danger.

           Warmth is important for birds, too. When  
             sleeping, they fluff out their feathers to trap a  
            warm layer of insulating air. Some small birds,  
           such as bushtits and wrens, may even huddle  
          close together to share body warmth.

         A roost site can be anything from a crack in the  
        bark for a tree creeper, to the open waves for a  
       duck. Swifts even sleep on the wing, slowly gliding  
       down from high in the sky.  

      Perching birds have a special mechanism in their  
     legs that locks their toes around their perch as they  
   fall asleep. This prevents them from dropping off as  
they drop off – so to speak.

We don’t know whether birds and other animals  
dream like us, but just watch a sleeping dog twitch  
and whimper. You can see that something is going  
on in its head. Scientists have even discovered that 
baby birds learn to sing by replaying birdsong in their 
heads while they are asleep. 

Tired yet? Well then, perhaps it’s time to count some 
sheep. Now what do sheep count, I wonder?

     Mike Unwin finds out how and when wild creatures sleep.
      (Adapted, with permission, from an article in BirdLife, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, UK)

photo credits: Sleepy cat: Dixi, iStock • Cow: theclyde, CC • Giraffe: prodiptag, CC • Sleeping Donkey: K. Webber, B.C. • Bat: Crazy.Bat.Lady, CC • Seals: dominiqs, CC  
• Polar Bear: edanley, CC • Owl in a tree: Peter G Trimming, CC • Koala: tkcrash123, CC • Ducks: Travelswiss1, CC • Sheep: Eirik Newth, CC • swan: siaronj, CC • Flamingos: m_cygne, CC • Basset: Silense, iStock
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By Tricia Edgar

Slime is gooey, fun, and a bit disgusting too. Kids these days think ‘slime’ is pretty cool, but slugs, 

snails, slime moulds and biofilm have been slimy for a long time. What’s the scoop behind these slimy 

pioneers?

Sluggish Slime 
When you pick up a slug or a snail, you might wonder why it is so slimy. Slugs and snails even leave a trail 

of slime behind when they move. 

Slime helps slugs and snails defend themselves. For instance, if a raccoon finds a fat Banana Slug, it has 

to wash off the slime before eating it; otherwise, its tongue will go numb!

Slime helps snails and slugs to move around, sliding over rough rocks and even broken glass without 

hurting themselves. While slime allows slugs and snails to move easily, it is also incredibly sticky. Slugs and 

snails use their slime to stick themselves to leaves, trees, and logs so that they don’t fall off.

Slime Tip: Slug and snail slime can absorb up to 100 times its weight in water. 

 If you wash your hands after you touch a slug, the slime will get bigger,  

not smaller. Rub your hands together first and the slime will roll off.

Slime on the Move 
What moves like an animal but consumes dead material like a  

fungus? It’s a slime mould! Slime moulds have names that  

reflect their looks, such as the Dog Vomit slime mould. Yuck!

Slime moulds are not animal, plant, or fungus. They are tiny single  

cells moving around at about 1 mm an hour, looking for food.  

Once the cells have fed well, they leave a chemical trail. The cells  

follow each others’ trails until they all collect in one place. When  

there are enough of them, they form a slug-like blob - the slime mould.  

photo credits: Banana slug and slime: nordique, CC • Dog vomit slime mould fuligo septica: Rob Alexander, B.C.



Slime moulds are much smarter than they look. They can solve  

mazes, design a roadway system and choose the healthiest food 

from a menu—and all this without a brain. Find out more at   

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/brainless-slime-molds/

Slime Time on the Beach 
Where does slime go to hang out? The beach, of course! 

Have you ever seen or felt a thin layer of slime on a beach, in a 

pool, or in a fish tank? That’s probably a biofilm.

Biofilm is a ‘city’ of bacteria which generally grows in wet places. In  

these environments different types of bacteria extend hairs to hold  

on and make a slimy net that helps them stick to other bacteria.  

Many different bacteria live together in a biofilm, feeding off plant  

and animal waste. 

What’s exciting about these slime cities? Biofilms produce energy  

when they eat, and scientists are curious to see if it’s possible to use  

that power. One day, will we use slime to make some of our energy?

Make Your Own Slime 
Oobleck. This slime has a funny name and an even funnier texture.  

In a bowl, slowly stir half a cup of water into one cup of cornstarch,  

mixing it together as you go. (Or use more water and cornstarch to  

make a basinful – everyone can get in there and have fun!)

Your oobleck is made out of tiny bits of cornstarch floating in water.  

It acts like a liquid and a solid at the same time. Poke it with your finger,  

and it feels like a solid. Place your hand gently on top of it, your hand  

will sink into the oobleck as if it were a liquid. People have even held  

oobleck-walking contests to see who can run  

across a big tub of oobleck.

Do you want to make your oobleck look  

like your favourite dog vomit slime mould?  

Add turmeric to your recipe. Handle your  

oobleck with gloves if you add any natural  

or artificial dyes or you will dye your hands  

too.

10 11photo credits: background: amoklv, istockphotos.com • Slime mould: Deborah Robertson, B.C.  
• Algae bloom: kwanchaichaiudom, istockphotos.com • oobleck: jasoneppink, CC • oobleck: GoodNCrazy, CC
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Can fish hear?
Yes they can even though  
they have no eardrums or outer 
ears. Sound passes through the  
head bones to the nerves of the  
inner ear.

Winter is Here! page 3 puzzle answers:
Across
1.  grey wolf
4 .  green frog
5.  black bear
6.  beaver
7.  queen wasp

Down
1. gartersnake
2.  salmon
3.  western toad
8.  big eared bat
9.  squirrel

11.  snow shoe hare
12.  chickadee
13.  marmot 
15.  raven
16.  lynx

10.  salamander
13.  moose
14 . turtle

1) Pumpkin Seed Fish

4) Batfish

5) Madtom Catfish

2) Big Mouth  
    Sleeper

How do fish breathe?
As it swims the fish gulps 
water into its mouth  
and sends it out again 
through the gills. The gills 
take in the oxygen and  
get rid of the carbon 
dioxide. 

Why do fish need cold water to live in?
There is more oxygen in cold water than warm water. 
That’s why fish need cool clear water to survive.However,  
a fish would suffocate in cold water that has been boiled 
because boiling removes the oxygen. 

How long can a fish survive out of water?
Only a few minutes. Once out of the water fish gills  
collapse like wet tissue paper so even though there  
is oxygen in the air the fish can’t breathe it. 
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Can fish ‘talk’ with each other?
Yes they can, though not one-to-one as 
we do.  They can send out messages, 
using smell, colour, body movement and 
sound.  Some fish species can make audible 
sounds like clicks or croaks but most fish 
communicate with body language. 

Do fish moult their 
scales like birds 
moult feathers?
No, the fish grows 
scales only in its first 
year. As it grows older, 
the scales become 
larger. Fish biologists 
can tell the age of a 
fish from its scales. What do fish eat?

Fish eat everything – crabs, plankton, ocean insects, dirt, even  
each other, it depends on the species.. Young salmon living in fresh 
water eat zooplankton and insects. In the ocean, adult salmon eat  
shrimps and smaller fish, such as herring.

Why do fish have scales?
The main reason, as you might guess, is for  
protection, like a suit of armour. The scales  
have slime on them to help the fish swim  
swiftly through the water.

6) Lookdown fish

4) Batfish

photo credits: 
1) OGNelson, CC • 2) wikipedia
3) cwilso, CC • 4) prilfish, CC 
5) US Fish & Wildlife, CC  
6) Wade Brooks, CC • 7, 8 & 9) wikipedia   
10) Ruth and Dave, CC • Background: ayvengo, istockphotos.com

7) Monkey-faced Prickleback
Do fish feel pain?
Scientists believe fish do feel  
pain – they certainly can tell  
when they are hurt, but so far  
it has not been possible to  
tell how much pain they  
suffer.

8) Round Goby

9) Cutthroat Trout 10) Flatfish



Al Grass has worked as a career park  

naturalist and ranger throughout BC. Now  

he is a well-known nature tour leader and  

photographer. Al especially likes birds, insects  

and spiders. 

Al Grass: Credit -  
Robert Alexander, B.C.
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Puzzle p3: Beaver: cweed, CC • Bat: USDAgov, CC • Black Bear: Rosemary Taylor, B.C. • Black-capped Chickadee:  
Rob Alexander, B.C. • Douglas Squirrel: Jude Grass, B.C. • Garter snake: Connie Ho, B.C, • Frog: Road Travel America, CC  
• Grey Wolf: USFWS Pacific, CC • Lynx: hehaden, CC • Yellow-bellied marmots: scostello22, CC • Moose: wikipedia • Northwestern  
Salamander: wikipedia • Queen wasp: gailhampshire, CC • Raven: Mick Thompson1, CC •  Snowshoe Hare: davejdoe, CC  
• Painted Turtle: Just chaos, CC • Western Toad: K Schneider, CC • Young Salmon: Roger Tabor USFWS, CC

Ask Al: Concentric: quinet, CC • Frozen puddle at snow’s edge: withrow, CC • 40: verrant.james, CC

Dear Al - What can we do on a winter day?

Here’s my idea - FROZEN MUD PUDDLE FUN 

Why not bundle up in warm clothes and boots, take a friend and go 

out to look for frozen mud puddles. You will find that the ice has often 

formed beautiful patterns. Some of the patterns will be long wavy lines, 

as if someone has taken a pen and drawn it into the ice. Watch, too, 

for circles in the ice - sometimes one or two big ones; at other times 

“swarms” of little ones. The most beautiful patterns are long lines that 

form triangles on the ice.

If you find a place where it is hollow below the ice and there are holes for 

air to get in and out, you may find wonderful ice crystals. These are hoar frost, 

a sort of ‘frozen fog’. Crystals can look like feathers, needles and many other 

fantastic shapes. If the sun is shining, you might even catch glimpses of bright colours, 

such as blue or red. Ice crystals act like tiny prisms, breaking up white light into its colours 

(red, blue, green, etc.). Hoar frost is also the jewel-like coating that can form on top of the snow.

Here’s how to enjoy frozen mud puddles:
• use a magnifying glass to look at hoar frost crystals.

• take some photos

• draw pictures of the fabulous shapes and lines

Ask yourself: 
• how are lines and circles formed in ice? 

• what is hoar frost?

• what are the triangles on the ice?

• why do some crystals flash red or blue?

Check in your library for books about:
• weather - ice, snow

• water - what in the world is water?

• nature in winter

• winter travel - how to dress, hypothermia.

If you think you know why the triangles are formed  

on ice send me a note, I’d like to hear from you. 

Your friend, Al Grass
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Passports to Nature
The following NKBC members sent in their passports: Saffi (Nanaimo) sent in passport 1;  
Troy (Nanaimo), Emma and Kaylee (Kelowna), Seren (Nanaimo), Anna, Cedric and Linden (Nelson)  
all sent in their 2nd passports and earned their caps. Stuart (Vancouver) sent in his 3rd passport,  
Janel (Nanaimo) sent in her 6th passport and Maja (Delta Home Learners) sent in her 8th  
passport.  Congratulations to all of you!

Birthday Party Special! Terek loves to be outdoors and he knows that NatureKIDS helps  
other children to go outdoors to explore and have fun. When Terek had his 6th birthday  
party he asked guests to donate to NatureKIDS instead of giving him presents. He said,  
“I don’t want kids to be sad and I want them to play in nature and collect rocks like me.” 

I hope you were able to join in  
CBC4Kids (Christmas Bird Count 

for Kids) this December. Last year NatureKidsBC organized or took  
part in 10 events out of a total of 40 events across all of Canada.  
Way to go, NatureKIDS!

Explorer Days: 
In July Mikaela Cannon showed NKBC North Okanagan how to identify different  
plants by observing berries, leaves and stems. We learned about different  
medicinal uses and also learned about which ones would make us sick. (photo 2)

In October, in Coldstream Park, local fisheries  
biologist Jason Webster taught us about the  
Kokanee salmon’s journey, their life cycle and  
how we can help protect the surrounding  
habitat. (photo 3)

Last spring NKBC Delta Home Learners took  
part in a broom pull (photo 4) and this fall  

Peter Ward showed us a Tree Swallow nest that  
came from a nest box at Boundary Bay Regional  

Park. We got to see (and smell) the different types  
of nests made by tree swallows, house sparrows  

and even a house wren.  (photo 5) 

NatureWILD•NEWS

photo credits: 1) Terek: Rob Pritchard, B.C.  • 2 and 3) Megan McMillian, B.C.  
4 and 5) Michal Sirton, B.C. • 6) Colin McQuliian • Birds: FARBAI, istockphoto.com
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3.
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6.

4.
NKBC Otter Home Learners enjoyed a Bat Night  
Explorer outing in Aldergrove led by Chris Currie.  
Members played a game “Echolocation” where  
they had to find each other using only sound.  
(photo 6)

Did you 
count me in?
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Cut out this page and start your BRITISH COLUMBIA NATURE scrap book today! 

Slime moulds are not animal, plant, or fungus, but they certainly are interesting! You never know where you  
might find them. They feed on microorganisms that live in dead plant material in soil, lawns and on the forest floor, often  

on fallen logs. Most do not have common names – can you think of some good names for the slime moulds  
on this page that only have scientific names?

Slime moulds can also grow and change very quickly. Look how this eggshell slime mould changed over 3 days.

Eggshell - Leocarpis fragilis  
photo: Rosemary Taylor, B.C.

Dog Vomit - Fuligo septica 

photo: Rob Alexander, B.C.

Eggshell - Leocarpis fragilis  
photo: Rosemary Taylor, B.C.

Tapioca - Brefeldia maxima 
photo: Robert Alexander, B.C.

Fuligo species photo: Rosemary Taylor, B.C.

Eggshell - Leocarpis fragilis 
photo: Rosemary Taylor, B.C.

Fuligo septica  

photo: Rob Alexander, B.C.

Slime Moulds
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Slime mould 1st day Slime mould 2nd day Slime mould 3rd day Slime mould 1st day Slime mould 2nd day Slime mould 3rd day 


